
SMALL GROUP 

INSTRUCTIONAL 

DIAGNOSIS (SGID) 



At the completion of the training 

participants will be able to:

 Describe the purpose of an SGID.

 Describe the SGID process. 

 Summarize the faculty and administrative duties 

involved in conducting the SGID. 



WHAT IS THE 

PURPOSE OF 

AN SGID?

 Small Group Instructional Diagnosis (SGID) is 
a constructive, course-specific way of 
securing student feedback by conducting 
small discussion groups within the class. 

 SGID is a formative assessment process 
through which instructors can receive 
feedback from students at any time during a 
course. 

 Usually the SGID is conducted at mid-term
so that the SGID information can be used to 
make adjustments that may facilitate student 
learning during the course. 

 Because students see that their input is taken 
seriously, this process has also been found to 
significantly increase student 
motivation.

 SGID only requires a few minutes of class 
time.

 SGIDs can be done live on Omaha 
campus or additional locations or through 
BlueQ.



REQUESTING 

AND 

PREPARING 

FOR AN SGID

 Faculty request an SGID from the 

Office of Faculty and Staff Development 

(OFSD).

 The OFSD will coordinate the SGID.

 An SGID team will consist of one 

trained faculty and one trained staff 

member.

 The course instructor and SGID 

faculty member arrange a meeting to 

review the course syllabus and discuss the 

reasons for the SGID (optional, but

recommended to give the facilitator 

advanced notice of the context). 



ON-CAMPUS 

SGID

 The course instructor introduces the 
SGID team to the students and then leaves 
the classroom.

 The SGID faculty member briefly explains to 
the students:

 Purpose of the SGID.  

 SGID done at the request of the course 
instructor.

 Participation in the SGID is voluntary.

 All results will be shared with the course 
instructor in aggregate form, without 
individual identification.

 Inform students BlueCast recording is 
turned off.

 The SGID faculty member then explains the 
format:

 Groups of 3-5 students, randomly divided

 10 minutes of small group discussion

 15 minutes of large group discussion 



ON-CAMPUS 

SGID (CONT.)

Small group discussion:

 Each student receives a small group response 
sheet with the following three questions:
 What is working well for this course?
 What is not working well for this course?
 What suggestions do you have for change in this 

course?

 All students complete the response sheet and 
then engage in discussion.

Large group discussion:

 The SGID faculty member facilitates a 
discussion to identify the main themes 
and consensus from the student comments.

 The SGID staff administrator records the 
class comments.

 SGID team ensures feedback is accurately 
captured and worded (e.g., display recorded 
feedback on projector, ask students how to 
word feedback, etc.).

 It is important to have consensus (or 
percentage) from the class on all responses.



ON-CAMPUS 

SGID (CONT.)

 The SGID team collects the small group 

response sheets.

 The team reminds the students that the 

SGID results will be compiled and shared 

with the course instructor who will reflect 

on the feedback and discuss with the class 

what can/cannot be changed in the course 

and why.

 The SGID team dismisses the class.



SGID 

FOLLOW-UP

 The SGID staff member creates an SGID 
Report based on main themes and includes 
items of consensus (or percentages). Response 
from the small group response sheets are also 
included. 

 This report is forwarded to the SGID faculty 
member for clarification and consensus.

 The small group response sheets are 
kept in a locked office/cabinet after they 
are recorded on the SGID Report for the 
instructor.

 The SGID faculty member shares the report 
and arranges to meet with the course 
instructor within 2 weeks to review 
feedback and provide peer 
mentoring/brainstorming.

 All SGID information is confidential
between the OFSD, course instructor, 
and SGID team.

 Course instructor should be reminded 
to follow-up with the class.



BLUEQ SGID 

Upon closing of the SGID survey the OFSD will 
create the SGID Report and forward to the 

course instructor. 

The OFSD will notify the course of the open 
and close dates of the SGID survey.

The OFSD will create and distribute the SGID 
survey using the same three questions in BlueQ. 

Additional questions can be added by the instructor.



WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THE SGID PROCESS?

 Provided some good feedback from the students. It did 

reinforce the feedback I received from the students through 

our department evaluation form regarding the course and 

the instructor.

 Concise - didn't take a long time, rapid turn around, individual 

counseling/ideas.

 It offers useful information and feedback about the course.

 Involvement of peer faculty to provide honest but tempered 

feedback as well as the opportunity to justify experiences 

and discuss other options with a neutral party.



WHAT AREAS OF THE SGID PROCESS DO YOU THINK 

NEED IMPROVEMENT?

 Overall, I think it went well. However, I did receive 

communication from one student who shared different 

sentiments to what some students shared at the session. 

However, she did not feel comfortable to say anything in 

class.

 I'm not sure how to improve this, however, afterward, some 

students said that some of the individual comments didn't 

reflect the majority view... I think that is just inherent with 

this type of session, although maybe a how many agree with 

this statement might provide some insight into it, I'm not 

sure.



WHAT TYPES OF CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT AS A 

RESULT OF THE SGID? 

 I have linked a document to the course website in response 

to the student comments. 

 It is team-taught course, the feedback has been forwarded to 

the curriculum committee.

 Will emphasize the application of the basic science into the 

cases and add more complexity to the cases as the students 

stated they were ready for more complex issues.



BENEFITS OF 

A LIVE SGID 

OVER A 

FORMATIVE 

FEEDBACK 

SURVEY

Increases formality of gathering 
feedback, so students may infer the faculty 
member truly values their feedback

May increase respondent numbers since 
it’s completed during class

Allows students to hear the varying 
viewpoints and perspectives of their 
class

Includes a mechanism for faculty to 
faculty peer feedback and 
collaboration



Questions?

Email: 

spahpofsd@creighton.

edu

mailto:spahpofsd@creighton.edu

